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Free ebook Kiera hudson the creeping men
kiera hudson series three 1 Copy
fighting for her friends and fighting for her life kiera hudson must finally unravel the pushed
world and its secrets but most of all kiera must make her choice a choice that she fears will change
everything and the lives of her friends forever does kiera have the heart to choose them or choose
for them dead end the heart pounding conclusion to kiera hudson series two behind the mask
hides a monster beneath the fur coat lurks a wolf both have been keeping deadly secrets from
kiera hudson are you ready to be pushed again fighting for her freedom and forgiveness for
mistakenly killing a friend kiera hudson must escape her cell and reunite those she loves but will
they trust kiera when the very person who came to save her is now dead because of her can kiera
now trust herself after making such a fatal mistake desperate to make amends kiera travels deep
into the sacred valley in search of redemption the truth and a way of finally defeating the last
elder the final and heart wrenching book in kiera hudson series three this first book in o rourke s
new series hits the ground running hard and doesn t let up until the twisted finale that will leave
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readers yearning for more a book vacation book reviews i love this book though i m still uncertain
where mr o rourke is planning to go with this series because it sort of goes back to the basics i fell
in love with kiera because she can see and solve crimes she is a walking csi which never ceases to
amaze me talk supe book reviewswhen kiera and her friends return from the dead they soon
realise that the world is not the same it has been pushed returning to hallowed manor kiera soon
learns that it s not only the world that has changed she is changing too asked to help solve the
murder of missing school teacher emily clarke kiera and her friends soon discover that they are
now living in a world where humans and wolves live together sharing a fragile peace but during
her investigations kiera soon discovers that the world is now a much darker and dangerous place
than the one she left behind dead flesh is book one in the kiera hudson series two still unaware of
who and what he really is karl potter clings to his fading memories of annora snow the woman he
once loved however karl isn t the only one who has no idea of his true importance and powers
annora snow is about to discover the painful secrets that lie in her past with the help of her new
friends but how can they really help her when they are keeping dark secrets of their own with
the discovery of another dead body karl begins to investigate and he soon believes that he has
stumbled across a big clue a clue that proves vampires are very real and are not only a threat to
the inhabitants of outpost 71 but to all of humanity but how can that be possible when his mother
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kiera hudson had once told him that all such creatures had been destroyed in the third war if only
he could turn to her for help now but she s dead isn t she kiera hudson the man who loved snow
kiera hudson series four book 2 has more twists and turns than a corkscrew and a shock ending
that will leave you screaming for more praise for the kiera hudson prequels in each of these
stories we get to see kiera s genius at work i do love watching that girl in action as she works
through the tangled webs her and tom find themselves in jenn bookworm betties book reviews i
love the entire kiera hudson series both series one and two so it s no surprise that this new
prequel series was an awesome and fun read for me it s also the perfect starting point for any
readers out there who have not yet broached the kiera hudson novels a book vacation book
reviews it was so fantastic to be back in kiera s head i have gotten to know kiera over the past 15
books which have been written about her and the other fabulous kiera hudson gang each story
had me on the edge of my seat and dumbfounded tim has a way of always fooling me and always i
didn t want the book to end lisa bookworm betties book reviews when police recruits kiera and
tom are ordered to stay away from each other by sergeant philips they can t help but be drawn
back together again working side by side kiera and tom solve three more unique mysteries the
first deals with betrayal the second revenge and the third the greatest mystery of all love book
two in the the kiera hudson prequels series set before kiera hudson series one and two with
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nowhere else to run but the hollows kiera hudson finds herself in a world like no other entrusted
with a secret she has to make her way to the mysterious lighthouse set hundreds of miles beneath
the earth as she makes her journey kiera s companions are being murdered one by one is the
killer among them and is it the illustrious elias munn not knowing who to trust who to love or
who to believe kiera makes the most dangerous journey of her life in search of the elders hidden
within the walls of the dust palace with time running out kiera knows she must finally make the
impossible choice of which race will live and which will die with kiera hudson trying to come to
terms with past decisions that she has made she soon starts to wonder if perhaps she hasn t made a
terrible mistake desperate to learn more about the agency and discover the identity of the
mysterious lois li kiera finds herself working once again with the creeping men to unravel the
most dangerous mystery of her life kiera hudson the lethal infected kiera hudson series three book
2 published in over 50 countries over 4000 five star reviews discover an underground
phenomenon discover the kiera hudson series the 1 bestselling kiera hudson series one all six
novels from kiera hudson series one in one limited edition 360 000 words over 1 600 pages
vampire shift book 1 when 20 year old police recruit kiera hudson is posted to the remote town of
the ragged cove her life is changed forever investigating a series of horrific murders grave
desecrations and missing persons kiera uses her unique ability of seeing and soon realizes her own
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life is in danger when kiera falls for police officer luke bishop not only are her mind and heart
opened to a terrifyingly new world she comes to suspect that luke might be involved in the
killings in a race against time to unearth the truth kiera must discover the identity of who or
what is behind the gruesome deaths on her vampire shift vampire wake book 2 since escaping
from the ragged cove and finding herself suspended from the force kiera hudson is hired by the
mysterious lady hunt to protect her 16 year old daughter from a stranger she believes is lurking
on the moors but little does kiera know that it is she who will need protecting arriving at the
hallowed manor on the desolate welsh moors kiera soon realises that the vampires she has been
seeing are not just the stuff of her nightmares but are very real and are closing in vampire hunt
book 3 in search of kayla and on the run kiera and her friends make a race against time across the
cumbria mountains with vampires predicting their every move the trust amongst kiera and her
friends starts to waver from the desolate monastery set high in the mountains to the mysterious
lake and the caves beneath the fountain kiera must discover the connection between the vampires
and her mother isidor and kayla all while trying to resolve her feelings for potter and luke
vampire breed book 4 kiera awakens to find herself imprisoned experiencing horrific nightmares
and visions she slowly realises that she has been subjected to a series of sinister tests and operations
now addicted to blood and in pain kiera knows that if she is to survive she will need to escape
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from her caged cell more questions arise who is the secretive werewolf visiting her at night and
can she trust him wolf house book 5 as potter leaves kiera and his friends to go in search of luke he
makes a lonely journey across the snow capped mountains of cumbria haunted by the death of
murphy the capture of luke and the love that he feels for kiera potter reflects on his past life and
the disturbing events that took place at the wolf house vampire hollow book 6 with nowhere else
to run but the hollows kiera hudson finds herself in a world like no other entrusted with a secret
she has to make her way to the mysterious lighthouse set hundreds of miles beneath the earth as
she makes her journey kiera s companions are being murdered one by one kiera hudson series
two now available 300 000 books sold4000 five star reviewsdiscover an underground phenomenon
discover tim o rourkepraise for the kiera hudson series tim has a way to paint a world that will
leave you guessing up until the very end and have you clawing your eyes out for more
paranormal wasteland book reviews the kiera hudson series is fresh different and a vampire tale
like no other i really enjoying being able to pick up a story and think wow page flipperz book
reviews again tim o rourke has left the reader completely shocked areadersreviewblogconfronted
by the photographer potter reluctantly gets caught up in delivering photographs and letters that
could either destroy the pushed world or make the wolves stronger after jack seth pushes the
lever isidor sets off in search of melody rose his journey takes him back to lake lure where a series
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of child murders have been taking place the murders are believed to have been committed by a
winged creature making isidor the prime suspect while both potter and isidor hope the journeys
they re taking will push the world back to how it once was neither of them can truly understand
why cracks are forming in the ground and in the sky above them dead lost kiera hudson series
two book 8 dead end kiera hudson series two book 9 coming soon this novel has left me feeling
utterly shocked and impatient to find out exactly what is going to happen next
areadersreviewblog with the skin walkers closing in kiera and her friends flee across the english
countryside learning potter has been keeping secrets from her kiera makes the painful decision to
split from the group and leave her friends behind to go in search of her father can kiera reach him
before she turns into a statue like the ones that appear to be following her desperate to win back
kiera s trust and fearing she is walking straight into a trap potter goes after her but with a more
desperate and cunning enemy anticipating kiera s and potter s every move will potter s past
secrets ultimately lead to the death of kiera hudson dead statues the darkest and most disturbing
adventure in kiera hudson series two a whole new kiera hudson a whole new adventure for
existing fans of kiera hudson and those new to her adventures as kiera and luke fall deeper into
the pact between them it has become increasingly harder for them to keep the dark secrets that
they share but to keep her secrets safe kiera must break potter s heart and push him out of danger
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and in doing so out of her life forever when another murder of a young woman happens close to
home kiera begins to fear that she has killed two innocent men and not those truly responsible for
the death of her aunt note this 22 000 word approx novella ends on an unbearable cliff hanger part
five is now available confronted by the photographer potter reluctantly gets caught up in
delivering photographs and letters that could either destroy the pushed world or make the wolves
stronger after jack seth pushes the lever isidor sets off in search of melody rose his journey takes
him back to lake lure where a series of child murders have been taking place the murders are
believed to have been committed by a winged creature making isidor the prime suspect while
both potter and isidor hope the journeys they re taking will push the world back to how it once
was neither of them can truly understand why cracks are forming in the ground and in the sky
above them since escaping from the ragged cove and finding herself suspended from the force
kiera hudson is hired by the mysterious lady hunt to protect her 16 year old daughter from a
stranger she believes is lurking on the moors but little does kiera know that it is she who will
need protecting arriving at the hallowed manor on the desolate welsh moors kiera soon realises
that the vampires she has been seeing are not just the stuff of her nightmares but are very real
and are closing in if kiera is to escape the vampires who hunt her she will have to discover the
true identity of the bandaged man the secret of the children s graveyard beneath the weeping
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willows and who or what is hiding in the forbidden wing of the hallowed manor held hostage by
jack seth kiera hudson must not only find a way to escape but save potter and her father before
she turns to stone with jack becoming evermore unstable and dangerous kiera soon realises the
choice he is forcing her to make has far more terrifying consequences than she first believed as
jack s past begins to unravel kiera finally understands what turned him into a serial killer and
how his disturbing past affects her future learning the painful secrets of her past kiera must
understand why the truth had been kept from her when confronting murphy kiera soon
discovers he has been keeping his own terrible secret with kiera s and her friend s past lives
coming back to haunt them jack seth tells her she must discover the identity of the hooded
photographer if she is to push her life back and save those she loves but is the photographer linked
to murphy s past if so can they be trusted to help kiera like jack says they can i recently read an
article about tim o rourke and how his books are said to rival stephanie meyer s work the cover
alone drew me in and after i began reading i simply couldn t put the book down abibliophobic
book reviews the kiera hudson series is fresh different and a vampire tale like no other i really
enjoying being able to pick up a story and think wow page flipperz book reviews i don t know
how it is possible to write a series and have each new book always be better than the last but that
is exactly what o rourke is doing with his kiera hudson novels a book vacation book reviews tim o
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rourke certainly knows how to engross his readers with passion rage fear friendship loyalty and
love the characters are amazingly strong and definitive in their own unique way a readers
review blog book reviews when 19 year old police recruit kiera hudson joins training college her
curiosity and desire to solve mysteries soon has her investigating a series of creepy and disturbing
crimes with the help of her friend and colleague tom kiera is soon caught up in a dark world of
strange and inexplicable mysteries each with a deadly twist three novella length mysteries in one
book set before kiera hudson series one and two when kiera hudson learns that her new friend
and artist nev east is not answering his phone or retuning her calls she goes in search of him only
to discover that he has gone missing enlisting the help of potter kiera starts to follow a series of
clues but why does potter seem so reluctant to help in the search of kiera s friend but kiera can t
help but wonder if there isn t a more sinister reason than a spark of jealously stopping potter from
helping her solve the puzzle of the missing artist kiera hudson the adoring artist kiera hudson
series three book 3 mirroring the plot of tim o rourke s bestselling vampire hunt kiera hudson
series one book 3 this version has been reimagined and rewritten so it s suitable for readers aged
13 15 years now younger teens can enjoy reading about the supernatural world of kiera hudson in
search of kayla and on the run kiera and her friends make a race against time across the cumbria
mountains with vampires predicting their every move the trust among kiera and her friends
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starts to waver from the desolate monastery set high in the mountains to the mysterious lake and
the caves beneath the fountain kiera must discover the connection between the vampires and her
mother isidor and kayla while trying to resolve her feelings for potter and luke in the midst of
dealing with all of this kiera herself begins to change and this frightens her she turns to her
friends for help but soon realises it is only her mother who can provide the truth and answers she
needs kiera also has other questions she needs answered why did isidor murder an innocent girl
who is the person murphy has been meeting with in secret and above all why have they put
their lives and trust in the hands of a killer vampire breed teen edition kiera hudson teenage
vampire detective book 4 publishing soon with the skin walkers closing in kiera and her friends
flee across the english countryside learning potter has been keeping secrets from her kiera makes
the painful decision to split from the group and leave her friends behind to go in search of her
father can kiera reach him before she turns into a statue like the ones that appear to be following
her desperate to win back kiera s trust and fearing she is walking straight into a trap potter goes
after her but with a more desperate and cunning enemy anticipating kiera s and potter s every
move will potter s past secrets ultimately lead to the death of kiera hudson in all honesty i haven t
met a novel of o rourke s i haven t loved and dead wolf is another wonderful testament to his
sheer writing genius seriously you need to read his work a book vacation book reviewslearning
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the painful secrets of her past kiera must understand why the truth had been kept from her
when confronting murphy kiera soon discovers he has been keeping his own terrible secret with
kiera s and her friend s past lives coming back to haunt them jack seth tells her she must discover
the identity of the hooded photographer if she is to push her life back and save those she loves but
is the photographer linked to murphy s past if so can they be trusted to help kiera like jack says
they can dead wolf book 5 in kiera hudson series two tim o rourke once again shows his mastery
at building stories and characters that are larger than life he has readers constantly guessing and
changing their alliances abibliophobic book reviews tim o rourke certainly knows how to engross
his readers with passion rage fear friendship loyalty and love the characters are amazingly strong
and definitive in their own unique way a readers review blog book reviews i am in love with
this series and think it is one of the best series i ve read this past year a book vacation book
reviews as usual author tim o rourke managed to have me on the edge of my seat with
excitement and adventure and his flawless writing and storytelling captivated me from the very
first page the rest is still unwritten book reviewskiera awakens to find herself imprisoned
experiencing horrific nightmares and visions she slowly realises that she has been subjected to a
series of sinister tests and operations now addicted to blood and in pain kiera knows that if she is to
survive she will need to escape from her caged cell more questions arise who is the secretive
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werewolf visiting her at night and can she trust him where are her friends and why hasn t potter
come to her rescue as he promised with no word from either luke or potter she fears they both
might be dead with only a chair and a book to comfort her in her cage can kiera escape even if she
does what will she find on the other side of her prison walls vampire breed is book four in the
kiera hudson series one wolf house potter s story book 4 5 in the kiera hudson series one now
available vampire holllows book five in the kiera hudson series now available dead flesh kiera
hudson book one series two now available vampire shift book one when 20 year old police recruit
kiera hudson is posted to the remote town of the ragged cove her life is changed forever
investigating a series of horrific murders grave desecrations and missing persons kiera uses her
unique ability of seeing and soon realizes her own life is in danger when kiera falls for police
officer luke bishop not only are her mind and heart opened to a terrifying new world she comes
to suspect that luke might be involved in the killings in a race against time to unearth the truth
kiera must discover the identity of who or what is behind the gruesome deaths on her vampire
shift vampire wake book two since escaping from the ragged cove and finding herself suspended
from the force kiera hudson is hired by the mysterious lady hunt to protect her 16 year old
daughter from a stranger she believes is lurking on the moors but little does kiera know that it is
she who will need protecting arriving at the hallowed manor on the desolate welsh moors kiera
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soon realises that the vampires she has been seeing are not just the stuff of her nightmares but are
very real and are closing in if kiera is to escape the vampires who hunt her she will have to
discover the true identity of the bandaged man the secret of the children s graveyard beneath the
weeping willows and who or what is hiding in the forbidden wing of the hallowed manor when
kiera and her friends return from the dead they soon realise that the world is not the same it has
been pushed returning to hallowed manor kiera soon learns that it s not only the world that has
changed she is changing too asked to help solve the murder of missing school teacher emily clarke
kiera and her friends soon discover that they are now living in a world where humans and
wolves live together sharing a fragile peace but during her investigations kiera soon discovers that
the world is now a much darker and dangerous place than the one she left behind dead flesh is
book one in the kiera hudson series two this is a young adult novel recommended for ages sixteen
years and up a whole new kiera hudson a whole new adventure for existing fans of kiera hudson
and those new to her adventures kiera hudson is shocked to learn that another dead body has been
found on the late night train traveling between the town of havensfield and the remote village of
the ragged cove this second victim has been brutally murdered in the same way and in the same
place as kiera s aunt with the help of vampire and private investigator luke bishop kiera soon
discovers that those she believed she could trust are not the people she first believed them to be
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and when kiera s previous friend and lover potter steps back into her life she is faced with
making a heart breaking decision with time running out and the body count rising something has
awoken deep inside of kiera something she fears if set free will turn her into a killer more savage
than the monster who murdered her aunt but luke bishop believes he has the answer to all of
kiera s worries and makes her an offer that if she accepts will change the course of her life forever
kiera hudson the victorian adventures is a spin off series for those of you who enjoy reading about
the alternate world of kiera hudson your favourite characters from the kiera hudson series with
twists and turns that will delight and shock you kiera hudson her friends and enemies like you
have never read about them before note this 30 000 word approx novella ends on an unbearable
cliff hanger part three is now available this book left me speechless a book vacation book reviews
again tim o rourke has left the reader completely shocked areadersreviewblogheld hostage by jack
seth kiera hudson must not only find a way to escape but save potter and her father before she
turns to stone with jack becoming ever more unstable and dangerous kiera soon realises the choice
he is forcing her to make has far more terrifying consequences than she first believed as jack s past
begins to unravel kiera finally understands what turned him into a serial killer and how his
disturbing past affects her future dead seth is book 4 in kiera hudson series two held captive in the
grounds of bastille hall by kiera hudson potter has to confront the wolf deep inside of him if he is
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to survive and be set free but there is a dark secret that potter has hidden not only from kiera but
from himself too to tame the wolf that now threatens to consume him potter will have to look
back to a time before he was born but is potter finally ready to accept the truth the secrets and lies
that await him there if you think you knew everything about potter then you might just want to
think again kiera hudson the secret identity a book to rival dead seth in its intensity and the dark
secrets it reveals kiera hudson the white wolf kiera hudson series three book 5 coming soon for
readers 16 i was enthralled and captivated and in true tim o rourke form some of the revelations
towards the end and some of the staggering things that happened had me wanting to cry and
shout the rest is still unwritten book reviews this book was certainly an emotional rollercoaster
ride filled with blood gore murder mystery mayhem romance love loss and a humdinger of an
ending i did not see coming page flipperz book reviews i am in awe of o rourke he s flawlessly
tied together five and a half books in this series drawing upon events from past novels in order to
bring it all together in this epic conclusion while also setting the stage for the new series a book
vacation book reviews this would have to be one of the best endings i have read for a series wrap
up trust me tim did not hold back i was peeking between my fingers what tim does to the reader
novels on the run book reviews with nowhere else to run but the hollows kiera hudson finds
herself in a world like no other entrusted with a secret she has to make her way to the
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mysterious lighthouse set hundreds of miles beneath the earth as she makes her journey kiera s
companions are being murdered one by one is the killer amongst them and it is the illustrious elias
munn not knowing who to trust who to love or who to believe kiera makes the most dangerous
journey of her life in search of the elders hidden within the walls of the dust palace with time
running out kiera knows she must finally make the impossible choice of which race will live and
which will die vampire hollows is book five and the final instalment in the kiera hudson series
one includes the 30 000 word novella hollow pit book one of the jack seth cara hudson trilogy
fleeing hallowed manor and being hunted by the skinwalkers kiera and her friends take shelter
from a storm in a deserted railway station set in a remote valley as they spend the night hiding
from those who are hunting them isidor tells his friends a story about how he had come across the
word push some years before on his first journeys above ground but unknowingly isidor s story
will have devastating consequences for one of them finding herself pushed into a new world with
new mysteries to solve new creatures to defeat and old friends to find keira hudson begins a
whole new series of adventures join her in kiera hudson the creeping men kiera hudson series
three book 1 with the layers and different worlds overlapping lilly blu must seek the help of noah
and an unlikely ally if she is to save kiera hudson and potter but with luke bishop in possession of
evidence that will prove lilly blu to be a killer will kiera hudson trust those who have come to
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save her when potter disappears from hallowed manor for twenty four hours he goes in search of
the only person he thinks will be able to give him answers as to why the world has been pushed
that person is his first love sophie but sophie has been pushed too and is running for her life in a
world where wolves live amongst humans potter must save sophie while trying to search for
answers during his search he discovers that some things are best left secret twenty one year old
annora snow is desperate to leave her past behind trying to hide she heads to the remote town of
rock shore in a stolen car dumping the vehicle at the side of a desolate road annora discovers an
abandoned diner but is the diner really deserted and shut for business when she goes inside
annora discovers that she has found a way of escaping her past by travelling backward but what is
the diner and who are the night diners that travel each night to feed there kiera hudson the girl
who travelled backward kiera hudson series four book 1 kiera hudson the white wolf kiera
hudson series three book 5 in the 1 bestselling series by author tim o rourke with potter trying to
come to terms with his past and why he now has a wolf lurking inside of him kiera hudson
suggests they should go in search of the white wolf potter isn t so sure and wants to return to
hallowed manor as he believes the truth lies there but the answers they find lead kiera and potter
into a mystery of murder and betrayal and ultimately back to the white wolf lilly blu but is the
white wolf someone kiera and potter can trust or are they being led into a trap and to their deaths
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set between kiera hudson series 3 4 this spin off series tells the adventures of kiera hudson the six
clicks featuring kiera hudson samantha carter tessa dark laura pepper mila watson lacey swift and
many more characters from the different wheres and whens this series of books pushes deeper
into the world of kiera hudson book one coming to terms with the loss of their daughter kiera and
potter have retreated from the rest of the world their friends and enemies they have found
solitude in a remote cottage on the welsh mountains but their peace and isolation is soon shattered
when noah the ancient railway man comes knocking kiera and potter soon find themselves in a
race against time once more as they push through the layers not only to save the lives of their
friends but to confront a terrifying enemy that has crept through the cracks in search of them all
kiera hudson the six clicks book one a white knuckle thrill ride aboard the scorpion steam join
kiera hudson in this special edition volume containing the last three of her incredible adventures
in series one vampire breed book 4 kiera awakens to find herself imprisoned experiencing horrific
nightmares and visions she slowly realises that she has been subjected to a series of sinister tests
and operations now addicted to blood and in pain kiera knows that if she is to survive she will
need to escape from her caged cell more questions arise who is the secretive werewolf visiting
her at night and can she trust him where are her friends and why hasn t potter come to her
rescue as he promised with no word from either luke or potter she fears they both might be dead
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with only a chair and a book to comfort her in her cage can kiera escape even if she does what
will she find on the other side of her prison walls wolf house book 4 5 as potter leaves kiera and
his friends to go in search of luke he makes a lonely journey across the snow capped mountains of
cumbria haunted by the death of murphy the capture of luke and the love that he feels for kiera
potter reflects on his past life and the disturbing events that took place at the wolf house vampire
hollows book 5 with nowhere else to run but the hollows kiera hudson finds herself in a world
like no other entrusted with a secret she has to make her way to the mysterious lighthouse set
hundreds of miles beneath the earth as she makes her journey kiera s companions are being
murdered one by one is the killer amongst them and it is the illustrious elias munn not knowing
who to trust who to love or who to believe kiera makes the most dangerous journey of her life in
search of the elders hidden within the walls of the dust palace with time running out kiera knows
she must finally make the impossible choice of which race will live and which will die vampire
hollows is book five and the final installment in the kiera hudson series one a whole new
adventure a whole new kiera hudson when twenty year old police recruit kiera hudson sets off to
the remote town of ripper falls in search of her missing brother her life is changed forever but
when kiera s life collides into a stranger she finds herself tangled up in a world unlike anything
she has even known even though kiera has no intention of getting involved in anything
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supernatural she soon discovers that she has her own unique gift a gift that has been lurking just
beneath her skin it soon becomes clear to kiera that she and a complete stranger share something
special even if this stranger isn t human but falling for a werewolf is the least of kiera s problems
when she discovers the truth about her brother and the killings that have been taking place in
ripper falls wolf shift a heart thumping adventure for existing fans of kiera hudson and for those
new to her supernatural world as potter leaves kiera and his friends to go in search of luke he
makes a lonely journey across the snow capped mountains of cumbria haunted by the death of
murphy the capture of luke and the love that he feels for kiera potter reflects on his past life and
the disturbing events that took place at the wolf house he remembers his first encounter with the
werewolves how he had to save murphy and luke and capture the serial killer who was
murdering the children from the town of little hope a whole new adventure a whole new kiera
hudson whether you are new to the books about the supernatural world of kiera hudson or an
existing fan this story puts a whole new and darker spin on the kiera hudson series this book is
the second novel about an alternate version of kiera hudson and can be enjoyed by existing fans or
new readers to the series whilst taking part in a daring mission to retrieve a secret flask
containing a mysterious substance kiera hudson is taken prisoner by a race of vampires known as
the vampyrus kiera not only has to find a way of escape but face the man she was once in love
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with but who has now become her enemy with a serial killer in possession of the secret flask that
kiera needs to save the life of a friend she must unleash her inner wolf if she stands any chance of
surviving the nightmare that is unfolding around her but when kiera falls in love with a man
who has sworn to help her she fears that their relationship is doomed when she realises he has
kept a terrible secret from her after dark a darker twist on previous kiera hudson adventures for
existing fans of kiera hudson and for those new to her supernatural world this is the second
standalone novel about an alternate kiera hudson in the alternate kiera hudson novels series



Dead End: Kiera Hudson Series Two (Book Ten) 2014-05-30

fighting for her friends and fighting for her life kiera hudson must finally unravel the pushed
world and its secrets but most of all kiera must make her choice a choice that she fears will change
everything and the lives of her friends forever does kiera have the heart to choose them or choose
for them dead end the heart pounding conclusion to kiera hudson series two

Kiera Hudson & the Final Push 2016-12-10

behind the mask hides a monster beneath the fur coat lurks a wolf both have been keeping deadly
secrets from kiera hudson are you ready to be pushed again

Kiera Hudson & the Last Elder 2017-12-22

fighting for her freedom and forgiveness for mistakenly killing a friend kiera hudson must escape
her cell and reunite those she loves but will they trust kiera when the very person who came to
save her is now dead because of her can kiera now trust herself after making such a fatal mistake



desperate to make amends kiera travels deep into the sacred valley in search of redemption the
truth and a way of finally defeating the last elder the final and heart wrenching book in kiera
hudson series three

Dead Flesh 2012-04-26

this first book in o rourke s new series hits the ground running hard and doesn t let up until the
twisted finale that will leave readers yearning for more a book vacation book reviews i love this
book though i m still uncertain where mr o rourke is planning to go with this series because it
sort of goes back to the basics i fell in love with kiera because she can see and solve crimes she is a
walking csi which never ceases to amaze me talk supe book reviewswhen kiera and her friends
return from the dead they soon realise that the world is not the same it has been pushed
returning to hallowed manor kiera soon learns that it s not only the world that has changed she is
changing too asked to help solve the murder of missing school teacher emily clarke kiera and her
friends soon discover that they are now living in a world where humans and wolves live
together sharing a fragile peace but during her investigations kiera soon discovers that the world
is now a much darker and dangerous place than the one she left behind dead flesh is book one in



the kiera hudson series two

Kiera Hudson and the Man Who Loved Snow 2018-06-15

still unaware of who and what he really is karl potter clings to his fading memories of annora
snow the woman he once loved however karl isn t the only one who has no idea of his true
importance and powers annora snow is about to discover the painful secrets that lie in her past
with the help of her new friends but how can they really help her when they are keeping dark
secrets of their own with the discovery of another dead body karl begins to investigate and he
soon believes that he has stumbled across a big clue a clue that proves vampires are very real and
are not only a threat to the inhabitants of outpost 71 but to all of humanity but how can that be
possible when his mother kiera hudson had once told him that all such creatures had been
destroyed in the third war if only he could turn to her for help now but she s dead isn t she kiera
hudson the man who loved snow kiera hudson series four book 2 has more twists and turns than a
corkscrew and a shock ending that will leave you screaming for more



The Kiera Hudson Prequels 2014-03-23

praise for the kiera hudson prequels in each of these stories we get to see kiera s genius at work i
do love watching that girl in action as she works through the tangled webs her and tom find
themselves in jenn bookworm betties book reviews i love the entire kiera hudson series both
series one and two so it s no surprise that this new prequel series was an awesome and fun read
for me it s also the perfect starting point for any readers out there who have not yet broached the
kiera hudson novels a book vacation book reviews it was so fantastic to be back in kiera s head i
have gotten to know kiera over the past 15 books which have been written about her and the
other fabulous kiera hudson gang each story had me on the edge of my seat and dumbfounded tim
has a way of always fooling me and always i didn t want the book to end lisa bookworm betties
book reviews when police recruits kiera and tom are ordered to stay away from each other by
sergeant philips they can t help but be drawn back together again working side by side kiera and
tom solve three more unique mysteries the first deals with betrayal the second revenge and the
third the greatest mystery of all love book two in the the kiera hudson prequels series set before
kiera hudson series one and two



Vampire Hollows: Kiera Hudson Series One 2012-02

with nowhere else to run but the hollows kiera hudson finds herself in a world like no other
entrusted with a secret she has to make her way to the mysterious lighthouse set hundreds of
miles beneath the earth as she makes her journey kiera s companions are being murdered one by
one is the killer among them and is it the illustrious elias munn not knowing who to trust who to
love or who to believe kiera makes the most dangerous journey of her life in search of the elders
hidden within the walls of the dust palace with time running out kiera knows she must finally
make the impossible choice of which race will live and which will die

Kiera Hudson & the Lethal Infected 2014-12-13

with kiera hudson trying to come to terms with past decisions that she has made she soon starts to
wonder if perhaps she hasn t made a terrible mistake desperate to learn more about the agency
and discover the identity of the mysterious lois li kiera finds herself working once again with the
creeping men to unravel the most dangerous mystery of her life kiera hudson the lethal infected
kiera hudson series three book 2



Kiera Hudson Series One (All Six Novels In One Limited Edition
Volume) 2014

published in over 50 countries over 4000 five star reviews discover an underground phenomenon
discover the kiera hudson series the 1 bestselling kiera hudson series one all six novels from kiera
hudson series one in one limited edition 360 000 words over 1 600 pages vampire shift book 1
when 20 year old police recruit kiera hudson is posted to the remote town of the ragged cove her
life is changed forever investigating a series of horrific murders grave desecrations and missing
persons kiera uses her unique ability of seeing and soon realizes her own life is in danger when
kiera falls for police officer luke bishop not only are her mind and heart opened to a terrifyingly
new world she comes to suspect that luke might be involved in the killings in a race against time
to unearth the truth kiera must discover the identity of who or what is behind the gruesome
deaths on her vampire shift vampire wake book 2 since escaping from the ragged cove and
finding herself suspended from the force kiera hudson is hired by the mysterious lady hunt to
protect her 16 year old daughter from a stranger she believes is lurking on the moors but little
does kiera know that it is she who will need protecting arriving at the hallowed manor on the



desolate welsh moors kiera soon realises that the vampires she has been seeing are not just the
stuff of her nightmares but are very real and are closing in vampire hunt book 3 in search of kayla
and on the run kiera and her friends make a race against time across the cumbria mountains with
vampires predicting their every move the trust amongst kiera and her friends starts to waver
from the desolate monastery set high in the mountains to the mysterious lake and the caves
beneath the fountain kiera must discover the connection between the vampires and her mother
isidor and kayla all while trying to resolve her feelings for potter and luke vampire breed book 4
kiera awakens to find herself imprisoned experiencing horrific nightmares and visions she slowly
realises that she has been subjected to a series of sinister tests and operations now addicted to blood
and in pain kiera knows that if she is to survive she will need to escape from her caged cell more
questions arise who is the secretive werewolf visiting her at night and can she trust him wolf
house book 5 as potter leaves kiera and his friends to go in search of luke he makes a lonely
journey across the snow capped mountains of cumbria haunted by the death of murphy the
capture of luke and the love that he feels for kiera potter reflects on his past life and the disturbing
events that took place at the wolf house vampire hollow book 6 with nowhere else to run but the
hollows kiera hudson finds herself in a world like no other entrusted with a secret she has to
make her way to the mysterious lighthouse set hundreds of miles beneath the earth as she makes



her journey kiera s companions are being murdered one by one kiera hudson series two now
available

Dead Lost 2013-12-23

300 000 books sold4000 five star reviewsdiscover an underground phenomenon discover tim o
rourkepraise for the kiera hudson series tim has a way to paint a world that will leave you
guessing up until the very end and have you clawing your eyes out for more paranormal
wasteland book reviews the kiera hudson series is fresh different and a vampire tale like no other
i really enjoying being able to pick up a story and think wow page flipperz book reviews again
tim o rourke has left the reader completely shocked areadersreviewblogconfronted by the
photographer potter reluctantly gets caught up in delivering photographs and letters that could
either destroy the pushed world or make the wolves stronger after jack seth pushes the lever
isidor sets off in search of melody rose his journey takes him back to lake lure where a series of
child murders have been taking place the murders are believed to have been committed by a
winged creature making isidor the prime suspect while both potter and isidor hope the journeys
they re taking will push the world back to how it once was neither of them can truly understand



why cracks are forming in the ground and in the sky above them dead lost kiera hudson series
two book 8 dead end kiera hudson series two book 9 coming soon

Dead Statues 2012-10-20

this novel has left me feeling utterly shocked and impatient to find out exactly what is going to
happen next areadersreviewblog with the skin walkers closing in kiera and her friends flee across
the english countryside learning potter has been keeping secrets from her kiera makes the painful
decision to split from the group and leave her friends behind to go in search of her father can kiera
reach him before she turns into a statue like the ones that appear to be following her desperate to
win back kiera s trust and fearing she is walking straight into a trap potter goes after her but with
a more desperate and cunning enemy anticipating kiera s and potter s every move will potter s
past secrets ultimately lead to the death of kiera hudson dead statues the darkest and most
disturbing adventure in kiera hudson series two



Kiera Hudson 2019-08-11

a whole new kiera hudson a whole new adventure for existing fans of kiera hudson and those
new to her adventures as kiera and luke fall deeper into the pact between them it has become
increasingly harder for them to keep the dark secrets that they share but to keep her secrets safe
kiera must break potter s heart and push him out of danger and in doing so out of her life forever
when another murder of a young woman happens close to home kiera begins to fear that she has
killed two innocent men and not those truly responsible for the death of her aunt note this 22 000
word approx novella ends on an unbearable cliff hanger part five is now available

Dead Lost: Kiera Hudson Series Two (Book Nine) 2013-12-22

confronted by the photographer potter reluctantly gets caught up in delivering photographs and
letters that could either destroy the pushed world or make the wolves stronger after jack seth
pushes the lever isidor sets off in search of melody rose his journey takes him back to lake lure
where a series of child murders have been taking place the murders are believed to have been
committed by a winged creature making isidor the prime suspect while both potter and isidor



hope the journeys they re taking will push the world back to how it once was neither of them
can truly understand why cracks are forming in the ground and in the sky above them

Vampire Wake 2011-09-16

since escaping from the ragged cove and finding herself suspended from the force kiera hudson is
hired by the mysterious lady hunt to protect her 16 year old daughter from a stranger she
believes is lurking on the moors but little does kiera know that it is she who will need protecting
arriving at the hallowed manor on the desolate welsh moors kiera soon realises that the vampires
she has been seeing are not just the stuff of her nightmares but are very real and are closing in if
kiera is to escape the vampires who hunt her she will have to discover the true identity of the
bandaged man the secret of the children s graveyard beneath the weeping willows and who or
what is hiding in the forbidden wing of the hallowed manor

Dead Seth: Kiera Hudson Series Two (Book Five) 2013-12-08

held hostage by jack seth kiera hudson must not only find a way to escape but save potter and her



father before she turns to stone with jack becoming evermore unstable and dangerous kiera soon
realises the choice he is forcing her to make has far more terrifying consequences than she first
believed as jack s past begins to unravel kiera finally understands what turned him into a serial
killer and how his disturbing past affects her future

Dead Wolf: Kiera Hudson Series Two (Book Six) 2012-12-18

learning the painful secrets of her past kiera must understand why the truth had been kept from
her when confronting murphy kiera soon discovers he has been keeping his own terrible secret
with kiera s and her friend s past lives coming back to haunt them jack seth tells her she must
discover the identity of the hooded photographer if she is to push her life back and save those she
loves but is the photographer linked to murphy s past if so can they be trusted to help kiera like
jack says they can

The Kiera Hudson Prequels 2014-02-28

i recently read an article about tim o rourke and how his books are said to rival stephanie meyer s



work the cover alone drew me in and after i began reading i simply couldn t put the book down
abibliophobic book reviews the kiera hudson series is fresh different and a vampire tale like no
other i really enjoying being able to pick up a story and think wow page flipperz book reviews i
don t know how it is possible to write a series and have each new book always be better than the
last but that is exactly what o rourke is doing with his kiera hudson novels a book vacation book
reviews tim o rourke certainly knows how to engross his readers with passion rage fear
friendship loyalty and love the characters are amazingly strong and definitive in their own
unique way a readers review blog book reviews when 19 year old police recruit kiera hudson
joins training college her curiosity and desire to solve mysteries soon has her investigating a series
of creepy and disturbing crimes with the help of her friend and colleague tom kiera is soon caught
up in a dark world of strange and inexplicable mysteries each with a deadly twist three novella
length mysteries in one book set before kiera hudson series one and two

Kiera Hudson & the Adoring Artist 2015-01-04

when kiera hudson learns that her new friend and artist nev east is not answering his phone or
retuning her calls she goes in search of him only to discover that he has gone missing enlisting the



help of potter kiera starts to follow a series of clues but why does potter seem so reluctant to help
in the search of kiera s friend but kiera can t help but wonder if there isn t a more sinister reason
than a spark of jealously stopping potter from helping her solve the puzzle of the missing artist
kiera hudson the adoring artist kiera hudson series three book 3

Vampire Hunt (Teen Edition) 2018-02-22

mirroring the plot of tim o rourke s bestselling vampire hunt kiera hudson series one book 3 this
version has been reimagined and rewritten so it s suitable for readers aged 13 15 years now
younger teens can enjoy reading about the supernatural world of kiera hudson in search of kayla
and on the run kiera and her friends make a race against time across the cumbria mountains with
vampires predicting their every move the trust among kiera and her friends starts to waver from
the desolate monastery set high in the mountains to the mysterious lake and the caves beneath the
fountain kiera must discover the connection between the vampires and her mother isidor and
kayla while trying to resolve her feelings for potter and luke in the midst of dealing with all of
this kiera herself begins to change and this frightens her she turns to her friends for help but soon
realises it is only her mother who can provide the truth and answers she needs kiera also has



other questions she needs answered why did isidor murder an innocent girl who is the person
murphy has been meeting with in secret and above all why have they put their lives and trust in
the hands of a killer vampire breed teen edition kiera hudson teenage vampire detective book 4
publishing soon

Dead Statues: Kiera Hudson Series Two (Book Four) 2013-12-08

with the skin walkers closing in kiera and her friends flee across the english countryside learning
potter has been keeping secrets from her kiera makes the painful decision to split from the group
and leave her friends behind to go in search of her father can kiera reach him before she turns
into a statue like the ones that appear to be following her desperate to win back kiera s trust and
fearing she is walking straight into a trap potter goes after her but with a more desperate and
cunning enemy anticipating kiera s and potter s every move will potter s past secrets ultimately
lead to the death of kiera hudson



Dead Wolf 2012-12-18

in all honesty i haven t met a novel of o rourke s i haven t loved and dead wolf is another
wonderful testament to his sheer writing genius seriously you need to read his work a book
vacation book reviewslearning the painful secrets of her past kiera must understand why the
truth had been kept from her when confronting murphy kiera soon discovers he has been
keeping his own terrible secret with kiera s and her friend s past lives coming back to haunt them
jack seth tells her she must discover the identity of the hooded photographer if she is to push her
life back and save those she loves but is the photographer linked to murphy s past if so can they be
trusted to help kiera like jack says they can dead wolf book 5 in kiera hudson series two

Vampire Breed 2011-12-06

tim o rourke once again shows his mastery at building stories and characters that are larger than
life he has readers constantly guessing and changing their alliances abibliophobic book reviews tim
o rourke certainly knows how to engross his readers with passion rage fear friendship loyalty and
love the characters are amazingly strong and definitive in their own unique way a readers



review blog book reviews i am in love with this series and think it is one of the best series i ve
read this past year a book vacation book reviews as usual author tim o rourke managed to have me
on the edge of my seat with excitement and adventure and his flawless writing and storytelling
captivated me from the very first page the rest is still unwritten book reviewskiera awakens to
find herself imprisoned experiencing horrific nightmares and visions she slowly realises that she
has been subjected to a series of sinister tests and operations now addicted to blood and in pain kiera
knows that if she is to survive she will need to escape from her caged cell more questions arise
who is the secretive werewolf visiting her at night and can she trust him where are her friends
and why hasn t potter come to her rescue as he promised with no word from either luke or potter
she fears they both might be dead with only a chair and a book to comfort her in her cage can
kiera escape even if she does what will she find on the other side of her prison walls vampire
breed is book four in the kiera hudson series one wolf house potter s story book 4 5 in the kiera
hudson series one now available vampire holllows book five in the kiera hudson series now
available dead flesh kiera hudson book one series two now available



Kiera Hudson 2018-03-22

vampire shift book one when 20 year old police recruit kiera hudson is posted to the remote town
of the ragged cove her life is changed forever investigating a series of horrific murders grave
desecrations and missing persons kiera uses her unique ability of seeing and soon realizes her own
life is in danger when kiera falls for police officer luke bishop not only are her mind and heart
opened to a terrifying new world she comes to suspect that luke might be involved in the killings
in a race against time to unearth the truth kiera must discover the identity of who or what is
behind the gruesome deaths on her vampire shift vampire wake book two since escaping from
the ragged cove and finding herself suspended from the force kiera hudson is hired by the
mysterious lady hunt to protect her 16 year old daughter from a stranger she believes is lurking
on the moors but little does kiera know that it is she who will need protecting arriving at the
hallowed manor on the desolate welsh moors kiera soon realises that the vampires she has been
seeing are not just the stuff of her nightmares but are very real and are closing in if kiera is to
escape the vampires who hunt her she will have to discover the true identity of the bandaged
man the secret of the children s graveyard beneath the weeping willows and who or what is
hiding in the forbidden wing of the hallowed manor



Dead Flesh 2012

when kiera and her friends return from the dead they soon realise that the world is not the same
it has been pushed returning to hallowed manor kiera soon learns that it s not only the world that
has changed she is changing too asked to help solve the murder of missing school teacher emily
clarke kiera and her friends soon discover that they are now living in a world where humans and
wolves live together sharing a fragile peace but during her investigations kiera soon discovers that
the world is now a much darker and dangerous place than the one she left behind dead flesh is
book one in the kiera hudson series two this is a young adult novel recommended for ages sixteen
years and up

Kiera Hudson (Part Two) 2019-08-11

a whole new kiera hudson a whole new adventure for existing fans of kiera hudson and those
new to her adventures kiera hudson is shocked to learn that another dead body has been found on
the late night train traveling between the town of havensfield and the remote village of the
ragged cove this second victim has been brutally murdered in the same way and in the same



place as kiera s aunt with the help of vampire and private investigator luke bishop kiera soon
discovers that those she believed she could trust are not the people she first believed them to be
and when kiera s previous friend and lover potter steps back into her life she is faced with
making a heart breaking decision with time running out and the body count rising something has
awoken deep inside of kiera something she fears if set free will turn her into a killer more savage
than the monster who murdered her aunt but luke bishop believes he has the answer to all of
kiera s worries and makes her an offer that if she accepts will change the course of her life forever
kiera hudson the victorian adventures is a spin off series for those of you who enjoy reading about
the alternate world of kiera hudson your favourite characters from the kiera hudson series with
twists and turns that will delight and shock you kiera hudson her friends and enemies like you
have never read about them before note this 30 000 word approx novella ends on an unbearable
cliff hanger part three is now available

Dead Seth 2012-11-09

this book left me speechless a book vacation book reviews again tim o rourke has left the reader
completely shocked areadersreviewblogheld hostage by jack seth kiera hudson must not only find



a way to escape but save potter and her father before she turns to stone with jack becoming ever
more unstable and dangerous kiera soon realises the choice he is forcing her to make has far more
terrifying consequences than she first believed as jack s past begins to unravel kiera finally
understands what turned him into a serial killer and how his disturbing past affects her future
dead seth is book 4 in kiera hudson series two

Kiera Hudson & the Secret Identity 2015-05-25

held captive in the grounds of bastille hall by kiera hudson potter has to confront the wolf deep
inside of him if he is to survive and be set free but there is a dark secret that potter has hidden not
only from kiera but from himself too to tame the wolf that now threatens to consume him potter
will have to look back to a time before he was born but is potter finally ready to accept the truth
the secrets and lies that await him there if you think you knew everything about potter then you
might just want to think again kiera hudson the secret identity a book to rival dead seth in its
intensity and the dark secrets it reveals kiera hudson the white wolf kiera hudson series three
book 5 coming soon for readers 16



Vampire Hollows 2012-02-09

i was enthralled and captivated and in true tim o rourke form some of the revelations towards the
end and some of the staggering things that happened had me wanting to cry and shout the rest is
still unwritten book reviews this book was certainly an emotional rollercoaster ride filled with
blood gore murder mystery mayhem romance love loss and a humdinger of an ending i did not
see coming page flipperz book reviews i am in awe of o rourke he s flawlessly tied together five
and a half books in this series drawing upon events from past novels in order to bring it all
together in this epic conclusion while also setting the stage for the new series a book vacation book
reviews this would have to be one of the best endings i have read for a series wrap up trust me
tim did not hold back i was peeking between my fingers what tim does to the reader novels on
the run book reviews with nowhere else to run but the hollows kiera hudson finds herself in a
world like no other entrusted with a secret she has to make her way to the mysterious lighthouse
set hundreds of miles beneath the earth as she makes her journey kiera s companions are being
murdered one by one is the killer amongst them and it is the illustrious elias munn not knowing
who to trust who to love or who to believe kiera makes the most dangerous journey of her life in
search of the elders hidden within the walls of the dust palace with time running out kiera knows



she must finally make the impossible choice of which race will live and which will die vampire
hollows is book five and the final instalment in the kiera hudson series one

Kiera Hudson & the Origins of Cara 2016-05-27

includes the 30 000 word novella hollow pit book one of the jack seth cara hudson trilogy

Dead Angels: Kiera Hudson Series Two (Book Three) 2013-12-08

fleeing hallowed manor and being hunted by the skinwalkers kiera and her friends take shelter
from a storm in a deserted railway station set in a remote valley as they spend the night hiding
from those who are hunting them isidor tells his friends a story about how he had come across the
word push some years before on his first journeys above ground but unknowingly isidor s story
will have devastating consequences for one of them



Kiera Hudson & the Creeping Men 2014-10-07

finding herself pushed into a new world with new mysteries to solve new creatures to defeat and
old friends to find keira hudson begins a whole new series of adventures join her in kiera hudson
the creeping men kiera hudson series three book 1

Kiera Hudson & the Underground Switch 2017-06-27

with the layers and different worlds overlapping lilly blu must seek the help of noah and an
unlikely ally if she is to save kiera hudson and potter but with luke bishop in possession of
evidence that will prove lilly blu to be a killer will kiera hudson trust those who have come to
save her

Dead Night (Kiera Hudson Series Two) Book 1.5 2012

when potter disappears from hallowed manor for twenty four hours he goes in search of the only
person he thinks will be able to give him answers as to why the world has been pushed that



person is his first love sophie but sophie has been pushed too and is running for her life in a world
where wolves live amongst humans potter must save sophie while trying to search for answers
during his search he discovers that some things are best left secret

Kiera Hudson and the Girl Who Travelled Backward 2018-03-22

twenty one year old annora snow is desperate to leave her past behind trying to hide she heads to
the remote town of rock shore in a stolen car dumping the vehicle at the side of a desolate road
annora discovers an abandoned diner but is the diner really deserted and shut for business when
she goes inside annora discovers that she has found a way of escaping her past by travelling
backward but what is the diner and who are the night diners that travel each night to feed there
kiera hudson the girl who travelled backward kiera hudson series four book 1

Kiera Hudson & the White Wolf 2015-08-24

kiera hudson the white wolf kiera hudson series three book 5 in the 1 bestselling series by author
tim o rourke with potter trying to come to terms with his past and why he now has a wolf



lurking inside of him kiera hudson suggests they should go in search of the white wolf potter isn t
so sure and wants to return to hallowed manor as he believes the truth lies there but the answers
they find lead kiera and potter into a mystery of murder and betrayal and ultimately back to the
white wolf lilly blu but is the white wolf someone kiera and potter can trust or are they being led
into a trap and to their deaths

Kiera Hudson and the Six Clicks 2018-07-24

set between kiera hudson series 3 4 this spin off series tells the adventures of kiera hudson the six
clicks featuring kiera hudson samantha carter tessa dark laura pepper mila watson lacey swift and
many more characters from the different wheres and whens this series of books pushes deeper
into the world of kiera hudson book one coming to terms with the loss of their daughter kiera and
potter have retreated from the rest of the world their friends and enemies they have found
solitude in a remote cottage on the welsh mountains but their peace and isolation is soon shattered
when noah the ancient railway man comes knocking kiera and potter soon find themselves in a
race against time once more as they push through the layers not only to save the lives of their
friends but to confront a terrifying enemy that has crept through the cracks in search of them all



kiera hudson the six clicks book one a white knuckle thrill ride aboard the scorpion steam

Kiera Hudson Series One (Vampire Breed, Wolf House and
Vampire Hollows) 2012-11-23

join kiera hudson in this special edition volume containing the last three of her incredible
adventures in series one vampire breed book 4 kiera awakens to find herself imprisoned
experiencing horrific nightmares and visions she slowly realises that she has been subjected to a
series of sinister tests and operations now addicted to blood and in pain kiera knows that if she is to
survive she will need to escape from her caged cell more questions arise who is the secretive
werewolf visiting her at night and can she trust him where are her friends and why hasn t potter
come to her rescue as he promised with no word from either luke or potter she fears they both
might be dead with only a chair and a book to comfort her in her cage can kiera escape even if she
does what will she find on the other side of her prison walls wolf house book 4 5 as potter leaves
kiera and his friends to go in search of luke he makes a lonely journey across the snow capped
mountains of cumbria haunted by the death of murphy the capture of luke and the love that he
feels for kiera potter reflects on his past life and the disturbing events that took place at the wolf



house vampire hollows book 5 with nowhere else to run but the hollows kiera hudson finds
herself in a world like no other entrusted with a secret she has to make her way to the
mysterious lighthouse set hundreds of miles beneath the earth as she makes her journey kiera s
companions are being murdered one by one is the killer amongst them and it is the illustrious elias
munn not knowing who to trust who to love or who to believe kiera makes the most dangerous
journey of her life in search of the elders hidden within the walls of the dust palace with time
running out kiera knows she must finally make the impossible choice of which race will live and
which will die vampire hollows is book five and the final installment in the kiera hudson series
one

Wolf Shift 2015-11-23

a whole new adventure a whole new kiera hudson when twenty year old police recruit kiera
hudson sets off to the remote town of ripper falls in search of her missing brother her life is
changed forever but when kiera s life collides into a stranger she finds herself tangled up in a
world unlike anything she has even known even though kiera has no intention of getting
involved in anything supernatural she soon discovers that she has her own unique gift a gift that



has been lurking just beneath her skin it soon becomes clear to kiera that she and a complete
stranger share something special even if this stranger isn t human but falling for a werewolf is the
least of kiera s problems when she discovers the truth about her brother and the killings that have
been taking place in ripper falls wolf shift a heart thumping adventure for existing fans of kiera
hudson and for those new to her supernatural world

Wolf House: Kiera Hudson Series One 2011-12

as potter leaves kiera and his friends to go in search of luke he makes a lonely journey across the
snow capped mountains of cumbria haunted by the death of murphy the capture of luke and the
love that he feels for kiera potter reflects on his past life and the disturbing events that took place
at the wolf house he remembers his first encounter with the werewolves how he had to save
murphy and luke and capture the serial killer who was murdering the children from the town of
little hope



After Dark: The Alternate World of Kiera Hudson 2018-09-30

a whole new adventure a whole new kiera hudson whether you are new to the books about the
supernatural world of kiera hudson or an existing fan this story puts a whole new and darker spin
on the kiera hudson series this book is the second novel about an alternate version of kiera hudson
and can be enjoyed by existing fans or new readers to the series whilst taking part in a daring
mission to retrieve a secret flask containing a mysterious substance kiera hudson is taken prisoner
by a race of vampires known as the vampyrus kiera not only has to find a way of escape but face
the man she was once in love with but who has now become her enemy with a serial killer in
possession of the secret flask that kiera needs to save the life of a friend she must unleash her inner
wolf if she stands any chance of surviving the nightmare that is unfolding around her but when
kiera falls in love with a man who has sworn to help her she fears that their relationship is
doomed when she realises he has kept a terrible secret from her after dark a darker twist on
previous kiera hudson adventures for existing fans of kiera hudson and for those new to her
supernatural world this is the second standalone novel about an alternate kiera hudson in the
alternate kiera hudson novels series
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